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n the pharmaceutical industry, the Venn diagram intersection
between shortages and quality manufacturing issues occupies

more space than anyone wants. There has long been discussion
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about the best way to reduce this. Recently, the US Food and Drug
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Administration (FDA) formed a “multidisciplinary, multi-centre
working group to facilitate the development of a Quality Management
Maturity (QMM) rating programme. This working group is developing a
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framework to objectively assess and rate the QMM of manufacturing
sites through the integration of interactive site assessments and
relevant intelligence pertaining to the site’s state of quality.” To
some degree this framework has been borrowed and modified from
similar manufacturing industries. In discussions, FDA is “...considering
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standardized assessment tools, policy approaches, industry
incentives, transparency, and communications” (1).
In a recent Pharmaceutical Technology Drug Solutions podcast,
Cindy Buhse, deputy director of Operations, Office of Pharmaceutical
Quality at FDA, made a relevant insightful business observation saying,
“I think the key words here are business processes and continual
improvement. It’s not about the product. We already know the
product is of high quality because its being made under current good
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and everything FDA does, so QMM is really about the busines
processes, and rewarding those manufacturers who have robust
processes … because if you have robust business processes and really
understand your supply chain, you have risk management plans, you
have continuous improvement plans in place, … you end up making
sure your particular product does not end up in shortage” (2).
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A paper by the Brookings Institution discusses the ongoing baby
formula shortage, but also calls out excipients such as Microcrystalline
cellulose and Magnesium Stearate, as of special consideration given
the number of drug products affected were there to be a disruption
in supply (3). It continues, saying the baby formula shortage falls into
the national Academy of Science “A Framewrok for Resilient Medical
Product Supply Chains” recommendations (4), and so should include
those excipients also. Given what we now know, it’s hard to disagree.
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n mid-July 2022, GSK announced the completion of its
demerger from the consumer healthcare business, now
formed under the moniker of the Haleon Group (1). However,
market conditions and an overriding concern about inflation
have proven less than favourable for Haleon’s listing debut
on the London Stock Exchange, the biggest listing for a
decade, with a small but rapid drop in share price seen (2).
Shares in the newly reduced company GSK, which is now solely focused on
biopharmaceuticals, also experienced a drop, but through consolidation, the
price was roughly brought back in-line with that seen before the demerger (2).
GSK’s own reported second quarter results demonstrated healthy growth,
and as a result of demand in vaccines, the company is increasing its sales
growth outlook in this area, with Shingrix, the company’s shingles vaccine,
expected to do very well (3). “This is GSK’s first set of results as a newly
focused biopharma company, and we have delivered an excellent second
quarter performance, with strong growth in Specialty Medicines, including
HIV, and a record quarter for our shingles vaccine Shingrix,” said Emma
Walmsley, CEO, GSK, in a company press release (3). “With this momentum
in sales and operating profit growth, we have raised our full-year guidance
and are confident in delivering the long-term growth outlooks we set out for
shareholders last year.”

Preparing future support
Additionally, GSK announced on 28 July 2022 that it had signed an
agreement with the European Commission’s Health Emergency
Preparedness and Response Authority (HERA) for the reservation of future
production and supply of Adjupanrix (4). This latest agreement follows
on from others made by GSK with the United States, the World Health
Organization (WHO), and Canada for the pandemic influenza vaccine.
“I’m delighted that HERA has chosen GSK as a key partner in pandemic flu
preparedness. This contract follows three other agreements GSK has made,
in the US, Canada, and with the WHO,” said Roger Connor, president Vaccines
and Global Health, GSK, in a press release (4). “These agreements leverage
GSK’s world-class global vaccine manufacturing network to continue our
long-standing partnerships on pandemic preparedness and response. We
have all seen the devastating human, economic and social consequences of
a pandemic and the important part that vaccines are playing in helping us
return to normal life. Through this agreement for 85 million doses, we can help
the [European Union] and European countries, as well as other countries and
regions, be better prepared for future pandemics.”
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EUROPEAN REGULATORY WATCH

New Guidance on the
Use of Real-World Evidence
Pharma’s leveraging real-world evidence to drive
product approval, reimbursement, and market access.

W

hile randomized controlled trials (RCTs)

and have gradually expanded their collection of

Cheryl Barton

remain the gold standard for evidence-based

RWE (Figure 1) (3). To date, most of the RWD in

is director of

medicines to achieve regulatory approval, interest

regulatory submissions have been limited to

PharmaVision,

in the use of real-world evidence (RWE) to support

post-marketing safety data or confined to a limited

info@pharmavision.co.uk

regulatory decision-making is growing (1). RWE

number of orphan or rare disease products, where

provides additional insights pre- and post-marketing

RCTs are more challenging to conduct (4). However,

regarding the risk-benefit of a medical product in the

moving forward it is likely that the regulators will

real-world setting, and the analysis of real-world data

request RWE to support regulatory files for non-

(RWD) contained in electronic health records (EHRs),

specialty and specialty drugs.

health claims, patient registries, and from patientgenerated data can be leveraged by the pharma

EMA increasingly assessing RWE

industry to drive healthcare decisions and support

A retrospective analysis of clinical trials submissions to

health technology assessment (HTA) decisions (2).

the EMA during 2018 and 2019 revealed that RWE was
included in two-fifths of initial marketing authorizations

Pharma increases collation of RWE

applications and one-fifth of indication extension

Over the past decade, pharma has increased their

applications (5). A more recent analysis by Eskola

Figure
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al. (2022) revealed
nearly all European Public

Figure 1. European data sources and duration of data collection.
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European Regulatory Watch

Assessment Reports (EPARs) include RWE in drug discovery

NICE’s new framework on RWE

(98%) and life-cycle management (100%) and nearly half

Meanwhile, the UK’s HTA appraisal body, the National

included it in the development phase (49%) or to support

Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE), are reviewing

regulatory decisions at registration (47%) (6).

the methods and processes for health technology evaluation
programmes and published a framework regarding the use

EMA and FDA increase guidance on RWE

of RWE that will help reduce uncertainties in NICE guidance,

In 2018, EMA and the US Food and Drug Administration

fill in evidence gaps, and improve HTA evaluation.

(FDA) reinforced their collaboration on medicines

The framework provides in-depth guidance and tools to

including the use of RWE to support regulatory

support the implementation of these core principles across

decisions (7). In November 2021, EMA outlined its vision

different uses of RWE. It is structured as follows:

for the use of RWE in European Union (EU) medicines
regulations (8), and this vision is one of the pillars of the
European Medicines Regulatory Network (EMRN) strategy
to 2025, which aims to establish the use and value of RWE

• It provides a background on RWD and RWE, discusses
its strengths and weaknesses, and summarizes
current and potential uses within NICE guidance.
• It describes NICE’s expectations for planning,

across a spectrum of regulatory use cases (9). During

conducting, and reporting RWE studies, recognizing

2022, EU partners will gain access to the Data Analytics

that acceptability of evidence will depend on the

and Real-World Interrogation Network (DARWIN EU),
allowing them to conduct studies and to access and
analyze healthcare data from across the EU (10).
The DARWIN EU will deliver RWE from across Europe
on diseases, populations, and the uses and performance

type of evidence, and other contextual factors.
• It assesses data suitability describes the information
needed to assess data provenance and its quality and
relevance for addressing specific research questions.
• It provides more specific recommendations for

of medicines. It will enable EMA and national competent

conducting non-randomized studies. These include

authorities in the EMA network to use these data whenever

traditional observational studies as well as clinical

needed throughout the lifecycle of a medicinal product.

trials that use RWD to form an external control (14).

DARWIN EU will support regulatory decision-making by:
• Establishing and expanding a catalogue of observational
data sources for use in medicines regulation
• Providing a source of high-quality, validated real-world
data on the uses, safety, and efficacy of medicines
• Addressing specific questions by conducting high-

Future role of RWE
RWE presents pharma with new opportunities to
complement RCTs and inform regulatory and HTA decisions.
Given the fluid situation, it is essential for the industry to
keep abreast of the regulatory environment and adapt and

quality, non-interventional studies, including developing

optimize their RWE strategies in Europe and the UK. Careful

scientific protocols, interrogating relevant data sources,

attention should be paid to the variations in the definition,

and interpreting and reporting study results (10).

scope, and application of RWE across continents to ensure

In July 2022, the DARWIN EU advisory board met and is

that healthcare data are effectively leveraged to drive

in the process of increasing the number of RWD sources

product approval and increase patient access to innovative

that can be analyzed and to improve the efficiency of

medicines that improve clinical outcomes (15).

performing RWE studies (11). A technical workshop is
planned for later this year to identify common “use cases”
for real-world evidence that are important to the EMA, HTA
bodies, and payers (12).

UK MHRA guidance on RWE
In December 2021, the United Kingdom’s Medicine and
Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) published
consultation guidance on RCTs generating RWE to support
regulatory decisions (13). The guidance covers simple
trials and hybrid trials and sets out the factors that
need to be considered when collecting RWD as part of
a clinical trial. According to MHRA, there is no barrier to
using RWE to gain an initial approval or approval of a new
indication providing the data quality is “robust” and the
trial is “designed in a way which allows it to provide the
evidence required to answer the regulatory question” (4).
The guidance is part of MHRA’s mission to ensure the UK
remains an attractive country in which to conduct clinical
research in the post-Brexit era.
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What Goes Wrong When
API Quality is Compromised?
The nitrosamines contamination in “sartan” drugs emphasized the importance
of risk assessment in the manufacture of active pharmaceutical ingredients.

Susan Haigney

E

ffective and safe APIs provide the necessary

agencies,” warns Siegfried Schmitt, vice president,

element of drugs to treat patients with a variety

Technical at Parexel.

of health conditions. It is, therefore, crucial that the
quality of APIs, along with other ingredients that

Best practices for API manufacturing

make up a medicine, is of primary importance to drug

So how do API manufacturers and sponsor companies

developers and manufacturers.

ensure the quality of their product? Performing robust

“It is the API, that attributes the efficacy of a drug,”
says Aloka Srinivasan, principal and managing partner

“Robust risk assessments help manufacturers

at RAAHA LLC. “In other words, a drug is a drug

understand their processes, including degradation

because of the API, otherwise it is just a placebo. Thus,

pathways and impurity formation, and optimize them

it is of utmost importance that the pharmaceutical

to meet quality targets. In this way, manufacturers

manufacturers assure the safety of the API.”

can ensure quality by design—developing a process

According to Meera Khullar, senior vice president of

that detects and minimizes impurities and guarantees

Quality and Compliance, Curia Global, API quality is an

quality,” says Ankur Deshpande, director, Process

essential requirement. “Current regulations worldwide

Development Quality at BIOVECTRA.

provide zero flexibility when it comes to the quality of

“One of the key considerations for API and resulting

APIs released from [manufacturing] sites and reaching

[drug product] safety is assessing potential impurities

the market,” Khullar states. “Without global standards

that may be introduced from the interaction of the

of quality, production of much-needed treatments can

manufacturing process stream to manufacturing

be derailed just when patients need them the most.”

component materials (e.g., filter membranes,

“The clue is in the name; the API has an ‘active’
Alkestida, Wirestock - Stock.adobe.com

risk assessments of the manufacturing process is crucial.

polymeric or elastomeric tubing, polymeric storage

impact on the patient. The pharma manufacturer

vessels and closures, etc.),” says Xiaochun Yu, senior

is ultimately responsible for the safety of the drug

principal scientist, PPD. “The approach for evaluating

product and therewith of the API. In the worst case,

and controlling this risk is well described in United

an unsafe API can do harm to a patient, which can

States Pharmacopeia <1665>.”

result in recalls, damage to reputation, financial
loss, and potentially punitive actions by regulatory

A quality system that employs good manufacturing
practices (GMPs) is also necessary, adds Schmitt, and the
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Cover Story: Ingredient Quality

personnel involved in the quality system

Phillips, vice president of Quality at

Adriana Malizia, director of Quality,

are key. “A system is only as good as

BIOVECTRA. “But the use of these

Aceto. “Raw material selection and

the persons who apply it and adhere

methods depends on the areas of

qualification involve the evaluation

to it. Thus, having suitably trained

risk identified by the sponsor through

of the supplier QMS [quality

and qualified staff and of course, also

their clinical trials. This information

management system] and lay the

suitably designed and equipped facilities

drives the manufacturer towards the

foundation for the processing of

are a prerequisite. It sounds simple and

appropriate technology to detect and

the material to manufacture the

logical, but it requires a quality mindset

eliminate that risk,” he says.

API,” says Malizia. “This is further

“Continual advances in the

to implement and follow.”

of the manufacturing process which

Mike Johnson, senior director, Quality,

of analytical technologies contribute

should identify critical process

Cambrex High Point. “A sponsor might

to increasing confidence in the ability

parameters that will act as the control

develop an API that is a miracle to the

of API manufacturers to ensure the

mechanisms to establishing consistent

patient, but if the quality system has

quality of final API products,” says

process and product quality.”

not been properly built or continuously

James Lawler, general manager at

managed, missing parts or inaccuracies

C2 PHARMA. “For small-molecule

suppliers is also key, emphasizes

within the development package

APIs, common techniques include

Khullar. This approach should consider

may arise. This can cause delays in

Raman, ultraviolet, infrared, and UV

the quality aspects of the supplier

approvals and rework, as auditors and

spectroscopy; HPLC; LC–MS; LC–

at the beginning of the relationship

regulatory reviewers may question the

tandem MS (MS/MS); GC; GC–MS

and include the supplier’s technical

quality and validity of the API being

and GC–MS/MS; and particle analysis,

capabilities, equipment, technology,

developed,” he says.

among others. These methods are

and personnel. “The assessment also

used during product and process

should evaluate a supplier’s track

cleaning with contamination controls,

development and for final API r

record of reliability for producing

specifies Johnson. He also points

elease. GMP drug substance

consistent products in line with

to facility design, equipment, and

release testing requirements are

emerging requirements, including

personnel training as part of a robust

extensive and include testing materials

its history of regulatory compliance.

cleaning programme. “When an API is

against specification for identity,

Furthermore, it should address

produced in a reactor or isolated for

purity, the level of impurities, certain

whether the supplier’s ongoing

final pack out, we must confirm that

physical properties, among other

quality performance is in line with the

only the one API is present and there

attributes. The specific requirements

sponsor’s standards across the supply

are no concerns for contamination from

depend on the modality.”

chain. Sponsors should gauge and

A crucial area in API quality is

Sourcing and the supply chain.

other materials,” says Johnson.
Testing effectiveness. Performing

A holistic approach to qualifying

confirm an environment and culture of

Sponsor companies often source APIs

continuous improvement. Ultimately,

testing on APIs, whether produced in

from third-party suppliers. Sourcing

the strongest sponsor and supplier

house or obtained from a supplier, is

of these materials often requires a

partnerships require alignment

essential to establishing the quality

commitment to quality above costs

between each organization’s quality

of the API used in the finished drug

to ensure that the final product is

systems,” says Khullar.

product. High-performance liquid

effective and safe.

Site audits of API suppliers

chromatography (HPLC) is a key testing

The selection of low-quality APIs

method for ensuring API purity, asserts

to reduce manufacturing costs can

sourcing programme, asserts Johnson.

Johnson, and it is a common and critical

put the whole supply chain at risk,

“Keep in mind that audits are a

testing method. Mass spectrometry

notes Lawler. “The lowest commonly

snapshot in time, so it’s important to

(MS) and gas chromatography (GC) are

acceptable quality API manufacturer

incorporate additional technical and

also effective testing methods, but

typically put everyone else out of

business oversight throughout the

numerous methods should be used to

business for that API while also being

relationship. Sponsors can ensure a

meet regulatory guidelines, stresses

the one with the highest risk of failure.

second confirmation of quality

Johnson. “A series of different methods

Once they fail, like a domino effect,

checks at periodic timepoints

and analytical techniques must be

they wipe out the whole supply

through a use test in the production

used to ensure a full battery of tests is

chain leading into shortages which

environment, followed by quality

performed to support that the API is

are extremely detrimental to patient

control testing,” Johnson says.

effective and safe for patients,” he says.

health,” says Lawler.

Other testing methods include

10

supported by a thorough validation

sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy

Documentation is also key, continues

Raw material selection is an

must be performed as part of a

Suppliers should have a robust quality
system to detect and correct problems

charged aerosol detectors and

important aspect of API quality,

with their product, confirms Phillips,

multi-angle light scattering (MALS)

especially combined with robust

and API manufacturers should have the

detectors, according to Peter

process validation, according to

technical background and expertise
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to plan for problems. “It is essential

larger API like nitrosamines, which

the need for careful oversight of API

that manufacturers can walk sponsors

FDA has termed as NDSRIs (nitroso

suppliers was also highlighted,” Lawler

through the technical process, both

drug substance related impurities).

says. “Furthermore, the critical need

from a manufacturing and an analytical

These nitrosamines are formed when

for scientific competence and the

perspective,” says Phillips.

the API itself is an amine (secondary,

negative impact that continuous cost-

An additional consideration for

tertiary, or quaternary) and is capable

cutting measures can have on quality

sourcing of APIs is ensuring critical

of forming a nitrosamine in presence

was clearly demonstrated from the

quality attributes (CQAs) of the API.

of a nitrosating agent like nitrite, which

nitrosamine crisis.”

“For example, shipping an ingredient

are ubiquitous. This has made the

at the wrong temperature can cause

industry aware that they need to

the importance of a robust process

issues severely impacting quality.

make sure that the water or the

validation, which can identify

Depending on the particular product

reagents they use are nitrite free.

by-products and/or impurities created

and its unique [CQAs], some factors

It has also made the industry more

during manufacturing, explains Malizia.

might be more important than others,

careful regarding the cleaning of

“The nitrosamine contamination …

but it is always case-dependent, and

shared equipment to avoid any

has underscored the importance of

there are always multiple areas that

contamination with a nitrosating

these initial process analyses and

can impact API quality,” says Phillips.

agent. Industry is rethinking the route

risk assessments which should be

of synthesis for many APIs, including

supported by analytical testing where

information from the API supplier

“sartans” to see if nitrosating agents

doubt exists. It further demonstrated

related to the drug master file,

can be avoided. Last but not least,

that the collaboration of raw material

asserts Srinivasan. “The sponsors

industry has started paying serious

and excipient suppliers in identifying

should make sure that the API

attention the quality of recycled

potential risk factors is necessary for

was adequately characterized, the

solvents, which could be a player in

early detection and ultimately patient

impurities were identified, and their

the formation of nitrosamines.”

safety,” says Malizia.

Sponsors should request

limits justified. The controls for the

Root cause: the process. The

API should be adequate,” she says.

presence of impurities may not be

introduced early in the manufacturing

“In addition to impurities, one should

obvious, according to Duu-Gong Wu,

process, which can then impact

make sure that assay, polymorphic

Regulatory Affairs, PPD, especially

the entire process, the need for

forms, particle size, and water content

when an interaction with non-toxic

“strict control” over the

are adequately controlled. The

excipients results in impurities

pharmaceutical supply chain was

sponsors should also make sure that

in the API. With the nitrosamine

also emphasized by the nitrosamine

the analytical methods used by the

contamination in sartan medications,

situation, emphasizes Deshpande.

API manufacturer are suitable for the

the manufacturing process itself was

purpose and robust.”

the culprit and dimethylformamide

nitrosamines problem has expanded

Because contaminates can be

Srinivasan believes the scope of the

combined with sodium nitrite in

from small nitrosamines created from

The nitrosamines problem

the presence of an acid led to the

reagents and solvents to NDSRIs,

An example of what can go wrong with

formation of N-nitrosamines.

and the problem may take years to

APIs when impurities are present is the

According to Lawler, the

resolve. “Considering that more than

nitrosamine contamination in sartan

N-nitrosodimethylamine (NDMA)

40% of drugs approved by agencies

drugs (1). Individuals are exposed to

and N-nitrosodiethylamine (NDEA)

all over the world are secondary and

nitrosamines, which are common in

contamination in these drugs occurred

tertiary amines, there are potentially

water and foods, to some level in their

because recycled solvents were used

hundreds or thousands of drugs

environment. However, these impurities

to reduce costs, and formulations of

that need to be evaluated for these

may increase the risk of developing

some APIs with specific excipients

larger nitrosamines, which have very

cancer in some people, according to the

resulted in nitrosamine formation.

little to no data in the public domain.

US Food and Drug Administration (FDA),

“When the problem first arose (due to

Agencies have recommended limits

and in 2020, industry began issuing

poorly considered process changes),

which in most cases are unachievable

recalls of drug products contaminated

awareness of the need for better risk

based on currently available analytical

with nitrosamines (2).

analysis of the synthetic routes used

capabilities,” she says. “The API

to manufacture APIs with respect

industry should take a holistic look

and industry is learning new things

to the potential for production of

into the route of synthesis of an

every day related to nitrosamines,”

both known and unknown impurities

API and the reagents, solvents

says Srinivasan. “Currently, the

and how to prevent/control them

used to make sure that they are not

agencies have moved beyond low

increased substantially across the

missing anything related to mutagenic

molecular weight nitrosamines, which

industry. The importance of effective

impurities. The other aspect, which

arise from reagents and solvents to

process-change control processes and

cannot be stressed enough, is the

“The nitrosamine saga is ongoing,
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need to follow appropriate

industry across the entire value

Harmonisation],” concurs Phillips.

GMP during API manufacturing and

chain,” says Lawler. “Collaboration

“There is always the potential of a

avoid contamination.”

between international regulatory

new nitrosamine-type issue arising,

agencies and API and drug product

but the agencies and the companies

shown that an analytical assessment

manufacturers continues with

themselves are continuing to monitor

of the manufacturing process, in

respect to identifying any additional

processes and products to ensure

addition to a paper assessment, is

sources of nitrosamine impurities not

this does not happen again.”

essential, according to Niamh Lynch,

yet uncovered. As more information is

Executive Director, Global Head of

obtained, greater understanding and

Conclusion

Quality, Lonza Small Molecules, Basel.

tightening regulations will likely lead

Quality control at each stage of API

“It also became apparent that if a

to a reduction of such occurrences

manufacturing is crucial to ensure

change is made to a process, whether

in the future. Unfortunately, the

the quality, safety, and effectiveness

to solvents, catalysts, or a new

root cause of the nitrosamine crisis,

of drug products. “The compliance

supplier of starting materials, it can

namely poor scientific knowledge at

of all stages of manufacturing to

result in the formation of additional

the API manufacturer and continuous

CGMP also plays a critical role in

impurities,” Lynch says.

cost cutting programmes for APIs is

maintaining the quality and safety of

not addressed,” confirms Lawler.

API, especially after the regulatory

Malizia stresses that while the

approval,” says Derek Wood, senior

The nitrosamines situation has

Industry and regulators react.
Industry and regulatory bodies
jumped quickly to tackle the

nitrosamine problem may not be fully

nitrosamine problem. Regulators

resolved, better control strategies

across the globe have collaborated

have been implemented across the

we must have full confidence that we

to assess the risk and develop

world that may help the industry

have ensured the API is the correct

recommendations, according

avoid similar situations. “The fact

quality and has been fully tested to

to Khullar. “For example, the US

that risk assessments and testing

meet current product specifications.

guidance [issued by FDA] goes beyond

are being adopted by less regulated

Strong quality oversight ensures the

products of known concern and

suppliers (raw material and excipient

patient can confidently use their

applies to all chemically synthesized

manufacturers) demonstrates that

medicine without hesitation. Low-

APIs and drug products containing

there is a better understanding of the

quality and ineffective APIs simply

chemically synthesized APIs.

importance of fully comprehending

break the trust of the patient, and

Recommendations for both API and

a product’s impurity profile and that

more importantly, could cause harm

drug product manufacturers cover

collaboration across the industry is key

to them,” concludes Johnson.

approved and marketed drugs as well

in avoiding similar recurrences for other

as those in development. This is an

potential contaminants,” Malizia says.

ongoing effort, which underscores

“Manufacturers are under pressure

the need for continuous improvement

to better understand the nitrosamine

and the need to adjust to meet

problem, and regulators require

evolving standards,” says Khullar.

manufacturers to perform specific

Regulators are using tools to track
potential contamination trends,

assessments for nitrosamines under
M7 ICH [International Council for

principal scientist, PPD.
“The moment an API leaves our site,
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asserts Phillips, but manufacturers
should remain diligent and use risk
assessment tools to anticipate
potential issues before their products
reach patients. “That being said, we
are dealing with complex molecules
and products, so it can be very
difficult to predict everything that
can happen. Therefore, it’s important
that CDMOs [contract development
and manufacturing organizations] and
pharma manufacturers work hard to
foster a culture where quality is
highly valued,” says Phillips.
“In general, awareness of the
nitrosamine contamination issue

Ensuring API Quality—The EDQM Perspective
Pharmaceutical Technology Europe
spoke with the European Directorate
for the Quality of Medicines & Healthcare (EDQM) about API quality.
PTE: What are the steps to ensure
API quality?
EDQM: API manufacturers [must]
develop an appropriate manufacturing process for their APIs. During
this step, knowledge about the API
(e.g., its by-products and degradation products) is gained and an
appropriate control strategy can be
put in place for the next steps. An
understanding of the manufacturing
steps leading to the formation of

impurities enables the implementation of appropriate steps and
analytical controls to ensure that
the API complies with the expected
quality requirements.
Last but not least, API manufacturers have to work according to good
manufacturing practice (GMP), as
described in EU GMP Part II, which is
equivalent to ICH Q7 (i.e., an appropriate quality management system).

Editor’s note: Visit PharmTech.com to read
the full interview.
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A Modern Alternative to
Enzymatic Capping of mRNA
How TriLink developed its CleanCap® technology, an mRNA
capping method, and made it scalable to support the global
vaccine supply
PHARMTECH: Who is TriLink Biotechnologies, and what do you do?
POLING: TriLink Biotechnologies is a contract development and manufacturing organization
(CDMO) focused on making mRNA drug substance. We are a key raw material supplier in the mRNA
vaccine supply chain that also supports the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 programs.
TriLink was founded in 1996 as an oligonucleotide and small molecule manufacturer. We pivoted
to mRNA in 2005 – 2006, further expanding in that market in the 2010s. Our expertise in mRNA
manufacturing has enabled us to grow and support various developers in the mRNA space.
PHARMTECH: Why is mRNA so important as a therapeutic?
POLING: mRNA is a new modality in the therapeutic biologics space with a unique opportunity to
be a standard platform for manufacturing drugs for many different indications. mRNA serves as a
transient message that can be delivered to patients to code for proteins that have functional activity.
Prophylactic mRNA vaccines, in particular, are coded for specific antigens that the body can respond
to and create an immune response similar to how the COVID-19 vaccine works. Like the spike protein
found on the SARS-CoV-2 virus, it’s about making a small protein that trains our cells to respond to a
prospective SARS-CoV-2 infection that would otherwise cause COVID-19.
mRNA can also be used in therapeutic indications, such as gene replacement, allowing for
specific genes to be expressed at higher levels to help with protein deficiencies. Another
application that we see mRNA being used for is gene editing, where specific gene-editing
payloads are delivered as an mRNA product, and then encoded to carry out their gene-editing
activity in the target cell type(s).
mRNA-based research is diverse in application potential, but, importantly, the core central
manufacturing process is consistent regardless of the drug indication a pharmaceutical company
may want to build.
PHARMTECH: What is an mRNA cap?
POLING: An mRNA is a long linear piece of nucleic acids with a head and a tail. The head of an
mRNA is called the cap, which protects the mRNA from degradation. Because it is a long string of
nucleotides, it can be degraded from either end, so having a cap at that head protects the structure.
TriLink developed a cap analog that is incorporated into the mRNA while being manufactured.
Older methods required multiple steps to add a cap after the mRNA had already been produced.
CleanCap is produced at the same time the mRNA is being made, which enables a more robust
manufacturing process, improves yield, and in some cases, improves mRNA performance based on
the structure of the cap used.

Matthew Poling, Ph.D.
Senior Product Manager
TriLink Biotechnologies

Sponsored by
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PHARMTECH: Why is making an mRNA cap with CleanCap better
than other methods?
POLING: Most importantly, CleanCap technology offers increased yield
compared with older methods. Some early generation cap analogs
have been around for 20 years but significantly hinder the overall yield—
manufacturers and developers in this space would have to do two to five
lots, in parallel, to get enough drug substance to dose a single patient.
CleanCap reagents, comparatively, get you more than four times the yield
from a single reaction.
The other great thing about CleanCap reagents is the no need for
multiple enzymatic modifications after the mRNA has been made. All the
modifications needed to get a natural cap structure are done in a singlepot reaction. The individual changes are done at the same time the mRNA
is manufactured, which reduces the likelihood of triggering an unwanted
innate immune response in vivo. If you’re introducing a foreign mRNA into
an animal model or human patient, the host immune system will respond
to it. However, mRNA capped with CleanCap evades that response in some
capacity. This way, the mRNA is much more efficacious when used in a
patient scenario.
PHARMTECH: When did you start working on making CleanCap a
GMP material?
POLING: We’ve been making CleanCap for six years; we first synthesized
the molecule in 2016. In mid-2020, we were tapped by Pfizer and BioNTech
to use CleanCap in their mRNA clinical trials, so we invested in a more
robust manufacturing process and a cleanroom facility. We transferred
our manufacturing capabilities into an ISO manufacturing space, put
in-process controls, validated our analytical methods, etc., and scaled
up almost nine times what the original yield was from our bench-scale
reactions. Since then, we have supported the manufacturing of over 5
billion doses of the Pfizer BioNTech vaccine, and CleanCap is now available
as a GMP molecule for the entire market.
PHARMTECH: How is this different than what your competitors
are doing?
POLING: Our main competitors are using enzymatic systems that modify
the cap structure of the mRNA after it’s been manufactured. Two vendors

currently have GMP enzyme offerings, but they’re not able to scale those
enzymatic processes that are dependent on bacterial fermentation,
purification, and clarification of the recombinant proteins. They’re not able
to overcome the challenges that come with meeting the demand for largescale vaccine programs or the hundreds of different clinical trial programs
that are underway. CleanCap has allowed us to serve the entire market
with a GMP solution for mRNA.
PHARMTECH: What is next for TriLink’s portfolio?
POLING: We spent a lot of time developing our internal capabilities to
make something suitable for clinical trials, and the cap is one piece of
the nucleic acid puzzle. The other piece is around modified nucleosides
and nucleoside triphosphates. In the Pfizer BioNTech and the other mRNA
vaccine platforms, they use a modified nucleoside triphosphate called N1Methylpseudouridine, a molecule that TriLink has been making for 15 years.
We’re taking our research-grade material and elevating it to the standards
of GMP so that it can be used in clinical manufacturing.
We’re excited and proud of our ability to continue to serve the mRNA
market. We’ve added a lot of robustness to our manufacturing process,
and we’ll be launching a GMP version of N1-Methylpseudouridine in the
summer of 2022. Expanding our GMP raw material offering means the
researchers we support are one step closer in their drive to move mRNA
therapies forward.

TriLink BioTechnologies, part of Maravai LifeSciences, is a CDMO focused on overcoming challenges in the synthesis and scale-up of mRNA, NTPs, and
nucleic acids, including its proprietary CleanCap® mRNA capping technology. TriLink is headquartered in San Diego, California, and offers GMP and general mRNA,
oligonucleotide, and plasmid manufacturing to support therapeutic, vaccine, and diagnostic clients.

put a premium on solubilization. As
examples, kinases have become
important targets for oncology,
and the kinase inhibitors often
have rigid planar structures with
high melting points. Many recent
antivirals, however, tend to be larger,
hydrophobic molecules having
molecular weights >500 Da. High
molecular weights are also typical
of the newer classes of protein
degraders being developed for a
range of therapeutic areas.
Another market factor having an

Adapting to Solubility/
Bioavailability Challenges
Industry is adapting to the increasing complexity and
poor solubility and bioavailability of molecules in the pipeline.

impact is that patients prefer the
convenience, non-invasiveness, and
lower cost of oral tablets or capsules.
This is because orally-administered
drugs are much easier to adhere
to compared to those delivered
parenterally. This is critical, as
patient compliance is a paramount
priority in drug development. The

Felicity Thomas

P

challenge, however, is the low
oor solubility and low bioavailability have hindered the

intrinsic permeability of the API in

development pipeline for some time and are set to continue

the gastrointestinal (GI) tract, which

to challenge drug companies in the future. As more new chemical
entities enter development with complex needs, it is becoming more

results in poor bioavailability.
Grant (Veranova): The biotech

pressing for the industry to employ innovative and effective

and pharmaceutical industries are

solutions to overcome solubility and bioavailability challenges.

continually looking for novel and

To find out more about the issue of poor solubility and

efficacious APIs to meet the needs

bioavailability, current approaches aimed at helping advance poorly-

of the growing and aging global

soluble drugs through the clinical pipeline, and best formulation

population. During early-stage

practices for poorly-soluble drugs in development, Pharmaceutical

development, innovators often focus

Technology Europe spoke with Michael Morgen, R&D director, Lonza

on potency or efficacy for candidate

Small Molecules, and Craig Grant, global director, solid form and

selection, meaning that downstream

particle engineering, Veranova.

solubility/bioavailability considerations
are often overlooked. This oversight

A continuing trend

can lead to time and effort being

PTE: Could you explain why solubility/bioavailability is still such a big

spent on overcoming developability

issue in bio/pharmaceutical drug formulation?

deficiencies of a compound that can
there have been many technological

(BCS) II (high solubility–low permeability) and IV (low solubility–low

advances in recent years making the

permeability) regions. Over time, the industry has observed that these

development of poorly soluble drug

types of molecules are becoming the rule rather than the norm, as

moieties more attainable.

around 90% of preclinical compounds are now estimated to have
bioavailability challenges (1).
There are several market factors that contribute to this continuing
trend. For example, disease targets and associated API chemistry

16

increase time to market. Despite that,

or low bioavailability fall into Biopharmaceutical Classification System

PTE: Is the issue of poor solubility/
low bioavailability getting increasingly
difficult?
Grant (Veranova): The issue

are being driven towards low solubility drug candidates. Many

has been growing for a number

targets have pushed discovery chemists to molecules that are

of years now. As of 2018, it was

very hydrophobic, have high melting points, and/or high molecular

estimated that around 90% of APIs

weights—trends that have been clearly seen in Lonza’s portfolio of

in the development pipeline are

client compounds. The first two issues lead to low water solubility,

poorly soluble (1). This is fuelled

while the third can limit solubility but also permeability, and therefore

by drug discovery turning towards
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Morgen (Lonza Small Molecules): Compounds with low solubility

Development

candidates derived from more

Variety of approaches

system. On the formulation side,

complex core molecular scaffolds,

PTE: Are there ‘conventional’ and

there is an opportunity to use

with increased molecular weight

‘non-conventional’ approaches to

existing excipient materials in novel

and often an increased number of

overcome solubility/bioavailability

engineered architectures to increase

chiral centres. Here, the introduced

issues during formulation?

drug loading and to aid in the

chirality provides developers with

Morgen (Lonza Small Molecules):

a tool to improve stereoselectivity,

There are several technologies that

target specificity, and increase drug

have been developed to improve

dissolution and sustainment of high
drug concentrations.
Highly impermeable compounds—

activity—as such, it’s likely this trend

bioavailability. However, two of

for example, high molecular weight

will continue.

the most commonly used for

‘small molecules’ or biologics—

commercially-viable compounds are

continue to be a difficult challenge

typically don’t want to crystallize at

particle size reduction (jet milling) and

to deliver orally. A number of

all, and chiral drug molecules can

amorphous solid dispersions (ASDs).

academic labs and start-up

present potential challenges from a

“While we anticipate
that oral bioavailability
will continue to be a
common challenge,
there are a number of
bioavailability-enhancing
technologies that can be
leveraged to deliver small
molecules orally.“

companies, especially, are working

However, many larger molecules

chemical synthesis perspective.
Fortunately, solid form
screening approaches with complex
chiral APIs can aid syntheses via
resolution methods, and once
chirally-pure entities are in hand,
absolute stereochemical assignments
can be made using single crystal
X-ray diffraction.
Looking ahead, the industry has
become more accustomed to working
with complex molecules; so, it’s

—Michael Morgen,
Lonza Small Molecules

on innovative technologies to address
these molecules. The specific
challenges are to find ‘permeation
enhancing’ approaches that are
safe and that are broadly useful,
as opposed to very specific to a
particular active molecule.
Grant (Veranova): Fundamentally,
the formation of an optimal solid
form is the most important step in
creating a drug product that has
good solubility and bioavailability. For

likely that further advancements in

Micronization, often performed

crystalline materials, optimal refers to

technology and solid form methods

using a jet mill, reduces the particle

the best salt, cocrystal, or parent-free

will continue to evolve. Perhaps one

size of APIs (typically to <10 µm) to

form of an API that is developable.

day it will be possible to screen these

enhance bioavailability by increasing

However, when it comes to the most

larger, more complex molecules to

the surface area, and therefore the

‘conventional’ or ‘non-conventional’

understand—through predictive

dissolution rate. ASD formulations are

methods, these are wholly dependent

techniques—if they are likely to

typically manufactured using either

on individual attitudes towards solid

crystallize and determine the most

spray drying or hot-melt extrusion,

form techniques. Beyond selecting

thermodynamically stable form

depending on physical-chemical

the ‘optimal’ solid form, we routinely

as well as the number of potential

properties. ASD prevalence is driven

overcome solubility issues using

polymorphs, to speed up analysis.

by its broad applicability across a

particle engineering approaches

diverse drug compound property

as well as enabling formulation

While we anticipate that oral

space and its scalability, offering the

techniques. These include excipient

bioavailability will continue to be

flexibility and control needed for an

screening, the use of surfactants, and

a common challenge, there are a

optimized drug product.

other related methods.

Morgen (Lonza Small Molecules):

number of bioavailability-enhancing

In terms of unconventional

About 20 years ago, cocrystals

technologies that can be leveraged

approaches, there are several

were seen as a novel approach

to deliver small molecules orally.

opportunities for formulation and

to overcoming poor solubility and

The key is to have a solid scientific

process innovation to extend the

bioavailability. Although they are

understanding of the target drug

applicability of ‘conventional’

more widely accepted today, there

product profile to be able to

ASDs technologies to a broader

is still some hesitancy in the industry

select and utilize the appropriate

range of APIs. One approach is

towards their use. This hesitancy is

enabling technology to address

the use of solvent technologies

mostly due to a lack of understanding

this challenge and create the most

to enable spray drying of ‘brick

or experience in developing cocrystals.

efficacious small molecule drug. Even

dust’ compounds that have poor

Hopefully, with increasing regulatory

as compounds entering the pipeline

solubility in typical process solvents,

approvals of novel cocrystal products,

are becoming more complex over

as well as process improvements

they will become more conventionally

time, proven scientific methods and

to thermal-based methods to

accepted, as they are a valuable

understanding will continue to be at

reduce the thermal exposure

solution when no ionizable groups

the heart of solutions.

while achieving a homogeneous

are present. As such, it is preferred,
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Development

at Veranova, to run salt and cocrystal

technologies and compositions

through the development pipeline,

studies in parallel.

that will help aid bioavailability-

it is important to demonstrate the

enhancement strategies.

ability to scale that formulation

Adapting to complexities

In addition, artificial intelligence
approaches will likely play an

trials can require significant

have there been in terms of aiding

increasingly important role in

quantities of drug products that

solubility/bioavailability in drug

pharmaceutical development

may be challenging to provide under

formulation? Are there any advances

going forward. Machine learning

accelerated timelines without a well-

in the pipeline that will be impactful

approaches that have been broadly

planned scale-up strategy.

in your opinion?

applied to drug discovery and clinical

Grant (Veranova): As the industry

Minimize company-to-company

trial design are beginning to find

transfers. Working with multiple

has been forced to adapt to the

applications in formulation selection

outsourcing partners can result

increasing complexity of novel APIs

and optimization.

in duplicated efforts, longer

and new chemical entities, technology
to characterize and evaluate these
compounds has also evolved.
Oral dosage forms continue to be
the most preferable delivery route—
due to self-administrative convenience
and ease of manufacture. Therefore,
advancements in the methods

“Optimizing the properties
and performance of the
drug substance is one
of the most important
things for formulators to
consider when dealing
with poorly soluble APIs.“

used to monitor their dissolution in

—Craig Grant,
Veranova

the GI tract have been invaluable.
Small-scale in situ dissolution is

timelines, and increased costs.
This can be addressed with a single
outsourcing model, where the right
partner can optimize a formulation,
progress a compound through clinical
trials, and rapidly scale the drug
product to launch.
Grant (Veranova): Optimizing the
properties and performance of the drug
substance is one of the most important
things for formulators to consider when

one such technology that has

Best practices

dealing with poorly soluble APIs. It’s

helped improve understanding of

PTE: Could you provide some

vital to get as much information about

the solubility and bioavailability

best practices for formulators

the end goals of a novel drug product;

of BCS Class II compounds, those

when dealing with poor solubility/

things like the route of administration,

which are highly permeable in the

bioavailability?

drug target, and so on can impact

Morgen (Lonza Small Molecules):

GI tract but have poor solubility.

the type of experimental design and

When issues with the dissolution

Addressing poor solubility and low

yield the best value-added data. At

of APIs are highlighted earlier in

bioavailability is often a critical

Veranova, a hierarchical approach

development, it’s much easier for

need in commercializing a small-

is employed, following the molecule

innovators to identify the potential

molecule drug.

through every stage of development to

Characterize the target product

developability issues and look to

gather as much data as possible.

understand if the optimal solid form

profile well. This information, along

of a drug moiety will solve solubility

with extensive institutional knowledge

single partner will be a ‘one-stop-

and bioavailability issues. There have

of molecules with similar properties

shop’ expert; so, it’s important that

also been some advancements in

and target product profiles, can

developers consider their needs,

the use of porous excipients, such

be used to develop a formulation

requirements, and the complexity of

as mesoporous silica, and metal-

strategy and choose which enabling

their molecule when outsourcing. This

organic frameworks. Although there

technology to use.

consideration ensures the selection

are still no FDA [US Food and Drug

Strategically choose drug delivery

However, it’s unlikely that a

of the right expertise for a particular

Administration]‑approved drugs

technologies early in the development

utilizing these technologies, it’s likely

process, based on preclinical, and

the research in this area will advance

then verified by first-in-human clinical

able to work on a smaller scale

in the coming years.

success. Making this choice can be

without compromising quality,

time- and resource-intensive; so, it

pertinent data can be captured

Improved in-silico prediction of

is critical to base this decision on

earlier in development so that leading

formulation performance will be

science and data. Depending on

candidates pose fewer solubility and/

a significant opportunity going

the target drug product profile, this

or bioavailability issues that need to

forward. There have been recent

will determine which bioavailability

be overcome through formulation.

advances in using physiologically-

enhancing technology is needed to

based pharmacokinetic modelling

effectively formulate your compound.

in conjunction with more targeted

Keep commercialization in the line

Morgen (Lonza Small Molecules):

in-vitro tests to select formulation
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drug candidate.
With modern technology being

Reference

1. S. Kalepu and V. Nekkanti,
Acta Pharm. Sin. B., 5 (5) 442–453
(2015). PTE

notes Stamoran. (Note: The MIDAS
database reflects vaccine doses that
are dispensed with a prescription
in retail or hospital settings, so the
COVID-19 vaccines and other publichealth-administered vaccines are
not fully reflected in that data set.)
Stamoran adds, “However, across
the rest of the world, vial-based
vaccines still make up the majority
of the volume dispensed.” Thus,
there is plenty of room for growth

Vaccine Administration:
The Growing Role of
Prefilled Syringes

for this newer administration
device.

The benefits of
PFS for vaccines
The use of PFS has been shown
to streamline and simplify vaccine

The option of using prefilled syringes for vaccinations is not (yet)
available for all types of vaccines. Stakeholders are working to expand
that option while also pursuing other non-traditional routes of administration.

Suzanne Shelley
is a contributing editor to
Pharmaceutical Technology
Europe.

V

errors and wasted product, and
minimize the potential for microbial
cross-contamination and pathogen
transmission, which can happen

accines have been in the news and on the minds of people

when multiple doses are withdrawn

everywhere in recent years, thanks to the aggressive effort and

from a single vial. As a result, PFS

timetable that was required to discover, develop, and disseminate

are now widely used for annual flu

the COVID-19 vaccines. Meanwhile, developers of other types

shots, heparin injections, and a

of paediatric and adult vaccines have continued to advance the

growing list of injectable therapies

manufacturing, drug-administration, and packaging options that are

across multiple disease states.

used to support their products.
Vaccines are traditionally packaged and distributed in vials that
contain either single or multiple doses. This approach requires
the healthcare professional to prepare the vaccine for injection,
withdrawing the precise dosage from the vial using a syringe,
administering it into the patient, and safeguarding the remaining
doses until the vial is empty.

Traditional vaccines that
are based on proteins
must be maintained
at 2–8 °C.
“When vaccine is filled in a PFS,
no further manipulation is required

A newer alternative—prefilled syringes (PFS)—has

to safely administer it to the

continued to gain favour among vaccine manufacturers and

patient,” notes Vincenza Pironti,

healthcare providers, thanks to several demonstrable advantages.

PhD, senior staff scientist, research

During manufacturing, PFS are prefilled with a

and development, pharma services

single dose representing one vaccination, in accordance with good

for Thermo Fisher Scientific. “For

manufacturing practices (GMPs).

this reason, the risk of dose failure

“Today there is very strong preference among physicians
and patients that if a therapy or vaccine can be supplied via
PFS, it should, and the tangible results the PFS brings—where

SOPONE - Stock.adobe.com

administration, reduce dosing

or injuries during manipulation is
reduced to almost zero.”
Similarly, the use of PFS can help

applicable—can create strategic marketing opportunities for

to streamline mass-vaccination

drug makers,” says Cornell Stamoran, PhD, vice-president of

efforts, especially in situations where

corporate strategy and government affairs for Catalent. He is

the availability of trained staff may

also a co-founder and co-chair of Catalent’s Applied Drug

be limited. By not having to prepare

Delivery Institute, a research and advocacy arm founded in

traditional syringe-and-vial vaccines

2012 that explores how advanced drug delivery options can

for injection at the point of care,

improve patient outcomes.

frontline workers do not need the

“Globally, PFS currently account for approximately half of

same level of training. This, along

the total market for prescription-based vaccine volume in the

with the inherent sterility of vaccines

Americas and Europe, according to IQVIA’s MIDAS database,”

in PFS form, is a key differentiating
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factor supporting broader use of PFS

other sources for packaging and

sequences of the viruses, enabling

in developing nations and remote

materials, and all of this must be

more flexible, rapid manufacturing

regions where the number of skilled

factored into the commercialization

and the potential opportunities to

medical professionals may be limited.

timeline and supply chain planning.”

improve upon the efficacy of current
flu vaccines,” said the company

According to a 2021 article

at the time of the announcement.

Medical—Pharmaceutical Systems,

Frozen and ultrafrozen
vaccines—not candidates
for PFS (yet)

the use of PFS to vaccinate 300

Despite their advantages, PFS

of mRNA,” beyond the seasonal

million individuals in the United

are not suitable for all vaccine

flu vaccine, Pfizer is also exploring

States in the event of a future

types. Notably, the COVID-19

mRNA-based vaccines targeting

pandemic could save more than

vaccines that are based on the

other viral diseases, including HIV,

three million hours of healthcare

messenger RNA (mRNA) technology

Zika, and rabies, and is pursuing

practitioners’ time (1).

platform (from Pfizer/BioNTech

mRNA-based therapies in oncology

and Moderna) require frozen and

and other genetic diseases.

authored by Guillaume Lehée,
R&D Innovation Leader for BD

Traditional vaccines (including
the flu vaccines) that are based

“immense scientific opportunity

Moderna is also pursuing flu

on proteins must be maintained

cannot, therefore at this time, be

vaccines based on mRNA, as well

at 2–8 °C (refrigerated conditions).

packaged and delivered in single-

as mRNA-based vaccines against

“One potential downside to PFS

dose PFS form. “Generally speaking,

the mosquito-borne viral disease

is that in some retail or hospital

today’s PFS are not yet proven to

chikungunya, malaria, respiratory

pharmacies, vaccines stored in

be compatible with ultrafrozen

syncytial virus (RSV), endemic

PFS take up more refrigerator shelf

temperatures as the existing

human coronavirus, Zika, Epstein-

space (compared to traditional

glass materials and other

Barr virus, HIV, and others (5).

vials), so this may limit uptake by

components may not stand up

Sanofi is also developing mRNA-

smaller pharmacies or smaller

to the extremely low required

based flu vaccines, while GSK is

physician offices,” notes Stamoran

temperatures,” explains Stamoran.

partnering with CureVac on both flu

of Catalent. “Similarly, if you’re
trying to vaccinate in a developing
country, having multi-dose vials may
make more sense due to limited

There is still plenty of
room for growth in the
use of PFS.

and second-generation COVID-19
mRNA vaccines.

Efforts to make
PFS cold-compatible

shipping capacity and refrigerator

When PFS technology is able

space; in more developed regions,

to advance sufficiently to support

With the advent of the ultrafrozen

those limitations may not exist.”

frozen and ultrafrozen vaccines, the

COVID-19 vaccines, “rubber

PFS provide advantages for

breakthrough will be met with open

materials and glass were challenged

vaccine manufacturers, as well.

arms, as the pursuit of more mRNA-

to demonstrate that the sterility

“There is no need to overfill the

based vaccines is already underway.

barrier will be preserved even

Every year, the seasonal results

when ultra-frozen conditions

single-dose syringes,” Pironti says.
“This increases the overall yield of

in roughly five million cases of

are required,” says Pironti.

the manufacturing process

severe illness and 290,000 to up to

“Potential mechanical solutions

and preserves valuable vaccines

650,000 deaths worldwide, according

have been introduced and are

and drug substances from losses.”

to the World Health Organization (2).

in a preliminary phase, such as

By comparison, multidose vials are

And the currently available seasonal

design alterations that allow the

routinely overfilled and

flu vaccines prevent just 40–60%

plunger to be rod blocked in order

of the disease in the best-matched

to avoid any unwanted movement,

behind when the multi-dose glass

seasons, according to the US

and customized combinations of

vials are discarded.

Centers for Disease Control and

plungers and syringes that could

Prevention (CDC) (3).

prevent vaccine degradation at

excess vaccine material is left

Meanwhile, “if the vaccine
manufacturer is considering

20

ultrafrozen temperatures. They

Hoping to capitalize on the

In September 2021, Pfizer

extremely low temperatures.”

converting its product from a

launched a Phase I study to evaluate

traditional vial-delivery system to

a single-dose quadrivalent mRNA

address this limitation by evaluating

a PFS, it may need to revise the

vaccine against influenza (4). Unlike

alternative materials, such as

formulation and carry out additional

conventional seasonal flu vaccines

plastics or resins and glass-coated

testing (and in some cases seek

that are based on inactivated

resin syringes that remain stable

additional regulatory approval),”

virus, the investigational process

at extreme temperatures. “Ongoing

notes Stamoran, adding: “The

of designing vaccines based on

studies and efforts to develop

developer will also need to explore

mRNA “requires only the genetic

new materials are underway to
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Stakeholders are also working to
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address this challenge, with the hope of expanding the use
of PFS for frozen and ultrafrozen vaccines in the next few
years,” says Stamoran.
Becton, Dickinson and Co. (BD) completed a study in 2021
to assess the stability of drugs contained in glass PFS at
frozen and deep-frozen temperatures (-20 °C to -40°C), and to
evaluate how the syringes themselves cope at these extremely
low temperatures (6).
The company’s analysis involved syringes with different glass
barrel coatings, different volumes, and other characteristics that
could influence the response to deep cold storage. Tests were
conducted on several combinations of glass barrel coatings,
different formats (from 0.5 mL to 3 mL), different tip and flange
designs, and multiple elastomeric closures with various state-ofthe-art methods. “We’re encouraged by these results and look
forward to partnering with pharmaceutical companies to further
advance PFS in deep cold conditions,” said Bruno Baney, vice
president of R&D for Pharmaceutical Systems at BD, at the time of
the September 2021 announcement.
In December 2020, BD announced plans to invest roughly
US$1.2 billion (€1.17 billion ) over a four-year period to expand
and upgrade manufacturing capacity and technology for
PFS and other advanced drug-delivery systems across its six
global manufacturing sites, and the company is adding a new
manufacturing facility in Europe (to be online by late 2023) (7).

Stakeholders are also working to
address this limitation by evaluating
alternative materials, such as plastics
or resins and glass-coated resin syringes
that remain stable at extreme temperatures.
Meanwhile, in May 2022, BD and Mitsubishi Gas Chemical (MGC)
signed a letter of intent to explore a partnership agreement to
explore new ways to advance biologic drug development. The
companies will investigate ongoing development of OXYCAPT—an
innovation from MGC that “integrates the best of plastic and glass
for plastic syringes”—to support the next generation of PFS for
advanced biological pharmaceuticals.
OXYCAPT is a multilayer structure applied on silicon-free
plastic syringe barrels, to provide high breakage resistance,
oxygen and vapor barrier, lower protein adsorption, very
low extractables, high UV barrier, and pH stability, according

64 000
MACHINES.
140 COUTRIES.
ONE LANGUAGE:

QUALITY.
The numbers speak
for themselves.
No matter if it is stand-alone machines, complete systems
or services: Syntegon sets standards in the development
of innovative process and packaging technology. For
our customers, this means tailor-made and reliable
production processes for perfect results. From a spare
part to complete production systems – with us you get
everything from one source. And that pays off.

to the company (8).
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to form lipid nanoparticles (LNP),
before further purification and buffer
exchange using chromatography
coupled with tangential flow
filtration (TFF) to make the bulk drug
product (BDP) (5) (See Figure 2).
Low-temperature storage is
needed until such time the BDP

Overcoming Engineering
Challenges to Enable
Commercial-Scale mRNA
Vaccine Manufacturing
This article provides an overview of solutions to address key
challenges facing vaccine developers or CDMOs wishing to
build their own commercial-scale mRNA production facilities.

Julie Vickers is a subject
matter expert in Process

M

can be formulated, sterile filtered,
filled or lyophilized in vials, labelled,
and packed to make the vaccine. At
present, multidose vials plus diluents
comprise the pandemic vaccine
product, but this is likely to change in
the future (6).
The different process needs
necessitate different facility
design requirements. Examples
are given in Table I.
From a manufacturing
perspective, mRNA’s potential
lies in the capability of smallerscale facilities to produce clinical
trial materials as well as larger

essenger RNA (mRNA) is an ingenious natural molecule

volumes of patient doses with the

involved in the creation of proteins, which are essential to

same equipment. The latter can

biological processes. This same molecule is the basis of a new breed

be achieved via more intensive

Cramer is a subject

of mRNA vaccines, which were adapted in a matter of months to

production schedules, or semi-

matter expert in Process

combat the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic (1).

continuous processing techniques.

Engineering, and Peter

Architecture at Jacobs.

Rapidly evolving mRNA technology will be key to addressing many

Ranna Eardley-Patel is a

unmet needs in vaccines and oncology, as well as supporting a more

Challenges and solutions

sustainable manufacturing

rapid, global response to future pandemic threats. The mRNA process

As a rapidly evolving field using

lead at CEPI. Oliver Excell

offers the potential to rapidly produce more vaccine doses compared

disruptive approaches and

is an implementation expert

to conventional vaccines that use cell-culture based production

technology, mRNA requires a reset

at PA Consulting. Excell

routes, which are often more prone to failure (2).

in terms of the thinking around

provided strategic review
and input.

Advances in mRNA, coupled with the need to ramp up production

facility design. In contrast to the

capacity to meet global demand (3), provide an opportunity to build

conventional approach, each mRNA

flexible manufacturing capacity (4). However, larger-scale mRNA

project needs solutions providers

vaccine manufacturing poses challenges relating to facility design. As

to provide a ‘bottom up’ strategy,

each project will have a unique set of requirements, it is important for

which should emanate from teams

solutions providers to address each consideration.

on the ground who have the

New mRNA good manufacturing practice (GMP) facility design must

necessary insight into the specific

comply with strict regulatory and sustainability codes of practice,

design, equipment, and materials

which vary globally. When it comes to delivering such projects, teams

handling considerations.

with expertise across a wide range of specialisms are needed to

Biopharma companies

design, build, and operate this new class of therapeutics facility.

should provide their best
capacity, number of products,

Production of mRNA-based vaccines differ from the approach used

and various formats that mRNA

in conventional protein or viral vector-based vaccines as they are

vaccines can be formulated into

produced in cell-free systems. mRNA manufacturing involves the

(e.g., liquid vs. lyophilized, multi-dose

production of a DNA template, typically using linearized plasmids,

vs. single dose vials, transdermal

followed by an in vitro transcription (IVT) enzymatic capping

patches, or inhalants).

reaction, which produces the mRNA (See Figure 1).
Following purification using chromatography techniques, the
mRNA drug substance is encapsulated with a selection of nanolipids
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Where mRNA vaccines currently
fall short versus their cell culturebased product competitors is their

ktsdesign - Stock.adobe.com

forecasting estimates for future

Manufacturing process

Manufacturing

Figure 1. Process block flow diagram for a commercial scale messenger RNA (mRNA) bulk drug substance process.

Figure 2. Process block flow diagram for a commercial scale lipid nanoparticles (LNP)
bulk drug substance process.

Table I. Typical process facility needs for conventional versus messenger RNA (mRNA)-based vaccines.
Facility engineering aspect

Conventional vaccines
(inactivated or attenuated viruses,
viral vectors)

mRNA-based vaccines

High purity water (purified
water (PW), water for
injection (WFI)

PW (upstream process), WFI
(downstream process, formulation,
filling)

WFI

Oxygen, carbon dioxide, nitrogen, air

Nitrogen, air

Small volumes for aseptic
processes, cleaning

Large volumes of acetonitrile
and ethanol

CL/ BSL 1 -3

BSL 1

Cold storage capacity

In-process intermediates: 2–8 °C
Bulk drug substance: -80 °C
Filled drug product: 2– 8 °C

In-process intermediates: 2–8 °C
Bulk drug substance: -20 °C
Bulk drug product: -80 °C
Filled drug product: -80 °C

Electrical segregation

Not needed

Some unit operations enclosed within
fume hoods

High purity gases
Flammable solvents

FIGURES COURTESY OF THE AUTHORS.

Biological Safetly (BSL) /
Containment Level (CL)

dependency on steady supplies

The latter point provides

non-pandemic times and affect

from others of costly and scarce

a geographic constraint for

the facility’s operational and

starting materials (plasmid DNA,

manufacturing and distribution

environmental sustainability.

enzymes, nanolipids), plus the need

sites. Both have contributed to a

for lower temperature storage of

higher cost of goods, which may

estimate, mRNA projects could be

intermediates and products.

limit market penetration during

restricted when it comes to scale,

In the absence of such a capacity
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and manufacturers may also face

mean that it may not be possible

requires tailored containment,

limitations in relation to handling and

to renovate a brownfield site or an

handling, and disposal measures.

containment measures for the raw

existing facility.

These measures vary from project to

materials used to produce mRNA.

The mRNA process can produce

project and effectively necessitate

more doses than conventional

solutions providers to deliver

unique set of manufacturing and

biologics projects, so best practice

one-off, bespoke solutions. Wider

facility design challenges, the key

involves estimating in advance the

regulatory and sustainability issues

challenges facing mRNA facility

number of doses per batch that a

also need to be considered.

projects are scalability, use of

project or facility will manufacture,

flammable materials, and equipment

establishing how many doses are

and manufacturing support.

required in what timeframe, and

Production of mRNAbased vaccines differ
from the approach used
in conventional protein or
viral vector-based vaccines
as they are produced in
cell-free systems.

to evaluate the use of continuous

Linking process
engineering knowledge to
facility design is critical for
compliant and competitive
manufacturing in the life
sciences sectors.

While each project has a

processing strategies. This process
will act as the starting point to
guide each mRNA project and will
determine the parameters for the
design of a commercial facility.

Increasing production capacity may
necessitate the facility to cater for

To address this challenge,

higher hazardous area category (e.g.,

prefabricated modular facilities

H-Occupancy) design features, such

offer a solution for phased capacity

as specialized building construction

scalability provides the potential

expansion/scale out, while reducing

and potential blast zones. These are

to manufacture product in greater

interruption to existing operations.

typically undesirable as they adds to

volumes. However, scaling out an

Use of flammable materials.

Process scale. Process

mRNA process requires careful

The use of significant quantities of

considerations and can introduce

flammable materials that are central

specific design requirements, which

to the mRNA production process

the cost and complexity to the project,
especially if the project is a retrofit.
Once the scale of operations is
defined, it is necessary to determine

Editor’s Note: Thermogelling Matrix as a Potential Treatment of Wounds
A peer-reviewed article, “Thermogelling Matrix-Con-

well as by differential scanning calorimetry. Meanwhile,

taining Platelet Lysate-Loaded Elastic Liposomes as a

transepidermal water loss measurements were used

Potential Treatment of Wounds,” has been published in

to determine the semi-occlusive environment created

the August 2022 issue of Pharmaceutical Technology

by the liposomes-loaded thermogelling matrix. In

North America and is available on PharmTech.com.

addition, tissue regeneration on wounds was verified

The purpose of this article was to demonstrate the

through in-vivo tests on mice.

application of a new thermogelling matrix in the healing

Liposomes of 135-nm average size and with a

of wounds. The researchers prepared, characterized,

polydispersity index of 0.273, a Z potential of -9.4 mV,

and evaluated a thermogelling matrix consisting of

and a high encapsulation rate were obtained in the

Pluronic F-127 that contained elastic liposomes loaded

study. EL was shown to preserve the integrity of platelet

with a platelet lysate (1).

lysate while offering a gradual release. The inclusion of

To prepare the matrix, a thin-film hydration method

liposomes in a Pluronic F-127 matrix structure allowed

was used to create the elastic liposomes, which were

for both application on the skin and retention, both

then characterized by vesicle size, zeta potential,

of which favoured tissue regeneration. The authors

polydispersity index, entrapment efficiency, loading

therefore concluded that this thermogelling matrix

capacity, release test, morphology, and circular

system can potentially be a

dichroism. The researchers prepared both placebo

treating wounds by protecting the platelet lysate and

elastic liposomes (EL) and elastic liposomes loaded

allowing for its gradual release. These mechanisms

with platelet lysate (EL+PL).

produced a semi-occlusive effect on the skin, which

The biological activity of the Pluronic F-127 matrix
was confirmed via scratch assay using a culture of
dermal fibroblasts. The fibroblast cells were separately
treated with a phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)
solution, PL solution, EL suspension, and EL+PL and

good alternative for

promoted fast tissue regeneration.
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compared. The thermal behaviour of the matrix was
verified with the use of viscosity measurements as
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—Feliza Mirasol
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flammable quantities and assess

consideration is given to the

whether there is a need for hazardous

following aspects to determine

area compliant construction. It

the link between the equipment

is recommended to assess if the

available and the facility design:

process can be scaled back or run
differently (more batches per
year) to avoid this specialized

• Need for custom/proprietary
equipment
• Independent production rooms

• Room electrical classification
needs versus process step.
• Equipment selection versus
electrical and fire code
requirements
• Benefits and limitations of
implementing single-use

aspect by operating below the

with “through-wall” buffer

technologies, given that the

relevant maximum allowable

transfer through iris ports in

process will be hybrid (with

quantities (MAQs).

from logistics corridor (Buffer

Use of semi-continuous processing

Prep/Hold)

stainless steel).
Operational capacity will be mainly

strategies can minimize solvent use.
Such an assessment should cover:
• Quantification of flammable
material use for production steps,
including buffer preparation and
LNP storage
• Equipment and facility cleaning
strategies that contribute to
the facility flammable materials
inventory

ventilation (LEV) or fume hoods
• Solvent distribution methods

N
TIO

fresh air), use of local exhaust

GINE
EN

hazardous atmospheres (e.g., full

IRLING
ST

INNOVA

• Impact of HVAC design to avoid

(e.g., closed solvent delivery and
waste removal systems)
• Location of solvent bulk storage
outside of the processing area/
facility, and piping in what is
necessary plus removing spent
solvent in a timely manner
(e.g., piped transfer to a waste
tank for removal by a specialist
contractor).
Equipment and manufacturing
support. Currently, there is limited
commercial offering of dedicated,
single-use, and/or explosion-proof
equipment both for mRNA
purification and LNP assembly at
commercial scales (7).
Prompt equipment specification
and procurement is needed to fix
the facility design and ensure that
their lead times are not on the
critical path to plant start-up. At
present, the process cannot be fully
single-use, so thought needs to be
put into the cleaning and sterilization
processes, plus the analytical
support infrastructure needed for
reusable product-contact surfaces.
Therefore, it is recommended
that for each mRNA project,
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Figure 3. Example of a lipid nanoparticles (LNP) manufacturing area.

dictated by the availability of a skilled

microbiological testing laboratory

workforce for GMP manufacturing.

suites in the scope of the project

Thought should be given to staff

should be considered if outsourcing

welfare facilities, which are key

is not an option. Basing designs

to retain skilled workers. Onsite

on the use of recent advances in

canteens, adequate spaces for

microbiological testing such as

parking, lockers, and shift handover

enzymatic indicators and rapid

meetings need to be considered as

sterility testing can reduce the

well as the manufacturing suites.

footprint of these labs (9, 10). An

From an operational perspective,
process and facility design should

example of an LNP manufacturing
area is shown in Figure 3.

consider continuous processing
and implementation of process

Conclusion

analytical technologies (PAT) to

Linking process engineering

automate selected process steps

knowledge to facility design is

(8). Low-temperature storage

critical for compliant and

capacity should be included to

competitive manufacturing in the

allow for processing breaks (e.g.,

life sciences sectors.

freezing of intermediates), to

Novel mRNA-based therapeutics

enable day-shift production.
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are on the cusp of transforming

Finally, the limited capacity for

product and project delivery and has

outsourcing of supporting functions,

the potential to revolutionize modern

such as facility environmental

medicine. By overcoming challenges

monitoring or product sterility

related to manufacturing and facility

testing, should be considered

design, solutions providers can play

during concept design. Just

an important role in helping mRNA

because the process is cell-free,

to face down future pandemics and,

the analytical in-process testing

more broadly, make these life-changing

and release methods needed may

medicines accessible to a greater

not be. Inclusion of fully-segregated

number of patients, faster.
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and 100% inline inspection systems.
The practice of offline benchtop
quality testing will never dissolve or
be replaced by automated inspection;
scalability decreases validation time,
risk, and analysis time.

Tools and shortcomings
PTE: What sort of analytical tools
are commonly used in automated
finished product inspection?
Stauffer (PTI): The technologies
used for automated inspection
are application driven and depend
heavily on the package format

Inspecting Finished
Products with Precision

for parenterals.

Automated finished product inspection has been
widely adopted in the bio/pharmaceutical industry.

analytical shortcomings that need

and container contents. Typically,
headspace analysis, vacuum decay,
or high‑voltage leak detection (HVLD)
are the go-to inspection technologies
PTE: Are there any pitfalls/
to be addressed?

Felicity Thomas

P

Harris (PTI): The most critical
roduction of high-quality, defect-free finished products is a top

aspect of inspection is selecting the

priority in the bio/pharmaceutical industry, primarily to ensure

best test method for the application

the safety of the end-user—patients. The automation of finished

at hand. Some methods are suitable

product inspection is leading to gains in efficiency for companies and,

for a variety of applications while

as such, is being widely adopted.

others have specific characteristics

To find out more about automated finished product inspection,

the applications must have to be

some of the common tools used, potential pitfalls of approaches, the

effective. In regard to deterministic

impact of increasing complexity of therapeutics in development, and

non-destructive CCIT methods, each

regulatory changes, Pharmaceutical Technology Europe spoke with

have shortcomings that prevent

Tyler Harris, applications engineer, and Oliver Stauffer, CEO, both from

robust, reliable, and repeatable

PTI—a specialist in packaging inspection technologies.

results. Headspace analysis can only
test transparent/translucent rigid

Widely adopted

applications before labelling and the

PTE: Could you provide a little bit of background into automated

package must have headspace.

finished product inspection, its importance, and where the industry
currently sits on its use?
Harris (PTI): Automated finished product inspection has been

is traditional AC HVLD. Applications

widely adopted by the pharmaceutical industry with the use of various

suitable for HVLD must be cylindrical,

test methods. Additionally, not all these test methods are container

glass or plastic, and conductive

closure integrity technology (CCIT) methods, non-deterministic, or

liquid with low viscosity. High voltage

likely to be accepted by regulatory agencies in the near future.

can have negative effects on active

Visual inspection, torque testing, high-voltage leak detection
(HVLD), headspace analysis, vacuum decay, and airborne ultrasound
all inspect finished products in some form from label alignment to

Aliaksandr Marko - Stock.adobe.com

One of the more common
automated inspection technologies

drug product and produce large
amounts of ozone.
Over the last half decade,

leak detection, and seal quality. No one test method is suitable for all

MicroCurrent HVLD (HVLDmc) has

applications, and more than one test method may be required.

been proven to greatly reduce the

Although methods such as visual inspection are widely adopted

voltage exposure to the product

by the industry, CCIT methods have not yet become commonplace,

and reduce ozone to near negligible

although [they are] gaining traction. The newfound increase of CCIT

amounts. Since the mid-1980s,

in the automated finished product inspection space comes from

vacuum decay has been utilized

the development of scalable test methods and regulatory pressure.

to test full container integrity

Benchtop, offline inspection methods validate automated sampling

of non-porous flexible and rigid
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containers. Although widely adopted

package are present. With small batch

increased testing frequency using

for benchtop applications, it is not

sizes and frequent changes to the

deterministic test methods.

without pitfalls. Vacuum decay is only

production process/line, validation

suitable for non-porous packaging

must be completed with every

changes, particularly pertaining to

and has difficulty testing large-

change. Automated inspection system

analytical analysis, in the near future

molecule liquid products. Vacuum

validation can stretch across multiple

that you believe will impact automated

decay is often used for automated

weeks and hold up processing of

finished product inspection?

sampling systems but rarely used for

time sensitive live product. Benchtop

Stauffer (PTI): The regulatory

100% inline testing due to its long test

offline testing stretches across a few

space is forever in a constant state

cycles. Shortcomings are overcome

days and can be easily completed by a

of flux. The most recent proposed

by necessary innovation in this

trained operator without the need for

changes revolve around the European

regulatory driven climate.

validation of the automated handling

Union’s (EU’s) Annex 1 and its drafted

mechanisms. Testing offline allows for

revisions. The proposed changes call

Increasingly complex
therapeutics

increased attention to the package

for 100% testing and deterministic

and lower machine costs. Additionally,

test methods for package integrity

PTE: How has automated finished

many of these therapeutic products

on all fused containers. This refers

product inspection adjusted to

are manufactured in a manual process

to products such as ampoules,

the increasingly complex

which does not warrant a need for

pre-filled syringes, and IV bags. The

therapeutic landscape?

automated inspection.

draft specifies that visual inspection

Harris (PTI): Therapeutics require

alone is not suitable for these types

far more attention than standard

Regulatory updates

of packages and must be used in

pharmaceutical products. With small

PTE: What regulatory changes have

conjunction with a deterministic

batch sizes and costly product, non-

impacted automated finished product

method. At this moment, IV bags

destructive methods are mandatory

inspection, in your expert opinion?

are the most difficult application

in this market segment. Therapeutics

Stauffer (PTI): Foundational

to test whether automated or

are typically large molecule and

regulatory guidance documents

benchtop and there are two possible

sometimes viscous liquids stored in

have been updated in both the

outcomes to the final revision of

vials, syringes, and intravenous (IV)

[United States] and European market

EU Annex 1. Regulatory demands

bags. The increase in large-molecule,

space. United States Pharmacopeia

can force innovation, or regulation

high risk products has led to the

(USP) <1207> was recently updated

must wait for further development

need for HVLD, and HVLDmc in the

and reflects the shift away from

of the aforementioned deterministic

automated inspection space has led to

probabilistic test methods to more

inspection methods.

new innovations in handling, test cycle

reliable and traceable deterministic

speed, and reliability.

methods. USP <1207> is prescriptive

Future drivers

about the technologies that should be

PTE: Could you highlight any future

decay for large-molecule and viscous

considered as improved alternatives

trends that you deem to be important

liquid products, HVLD struggles to

to traditional, less effective methods

within automated finished product

effectively test the entirety of an

such as dye ingress.

inspection in terms of analytics?

Although superior to vacuum

IV bag. During an HVLD test, liquid

In Europe, the European Medicines

Harris (PTI): Inspection trends

must cover every interior surface of

Agency (EMA) is updating its Annex 1

are driven by reliability, [regulations],

the package. IV bags are not easily

guidance, which is less prescriptive

and most commonly, cost. An uptick

rotated and typically contain a large

around the suggested technologies,

in automated sampling systems

air bubble. These two issues lead

but with guidance that frequency of

and scalable test methods is on

to false negatives and inconsistent

testing and the method of testing

the horizon. The ability to have the

results. This is where vacuum decay

should be scientifically appropriate

same technology in an automated

is highly effective. Although limit of

for the commensurate level of risk

format and in a laboratory setting

detection (LOD) may be higher due

associated with the application. The

is critical in being able to compare

to the molecule size, vacuum decay

need to test fused containers still

results, analyze data, validate, and

is able to detect leaks in IV bags

stands, and the proposed language

ensure automated systems are

in automated sampling inspection

further clarifies that IV bags also

functioning properly. Automated

systems and offline systems.

fall within that category. The final

sampling systems allow for less

draft will most likely have some

human interaction, rapid inspection,

of therapeutic products, benchtop

leniency related to that requirement.

and a decrease in inspection time.

systems are capable of successfully

Regardless, in both the US and

These benefits ultimately lead to

testing product to ensure sterile

Europe, the regulatory guidance

a decrease in cost despite a larger

barrier is intact and no leaks in the

documents are driving towards

capital expense. PTE

With small batch sizes and high risk
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However, the production
environment further complicates
this process. Nitrosamines can
be produced when a secondary
amine is present with a nitrating
source, such as a nitrite or nitrosyl.
A variety of conditions can cause
the reaction, including acidity, the
presence of reducing agents, or high
temperatures. Any manufacturing
process that brings a nitric oxide
(NO) source in contact with an amine

Detecting Apparent
Total Nitrosamine Content
in Pharmaceutical Drugs
Screening for apparent total nitrosamine content with a thermal energy
analyzer offers a rapid way of identifying contaminated drug products.

Andrew James
is marketing director,
Ellutia Limited.

N

under the previously mentioned
conditions has the potential to
produce nitrosamines.
The possibility of nitrosamines
being created is wider than just the
presence of nitrites and amines during
synthesis of the API. In pharmaceutical
manufacturing, contamination is a
big concern and can occur during
API processing. Nitrites or amines
may also be present in the raw
materials themselves, or in the

itrosamines have been found to increase the risk of certain types of
cancer in humans (1), if exposed to them above acceptable levels

reagents or solvents.
In response to the discovery

over long periods of time. These organic compounds are formed by the

of contamination, the European

interaction of secondary or tertiary amines with nitrite ions. Nitrosamines

Medicines Agency (EMA) introduced a

are easily produced under a variety of manufacturing conditions, and are

requirement that all pharmaceuticals

frequently found in rubber products, smoked foods, brewing and malting,

have an assessment of raw materials

agrochemicals, packaging, cosmetics, and pharmaceuticals.

and manufacturing processes to

There are many circumstances where nitrosamines can form, for

reduce the risk of contamination

example, sodium nitrite (NaNO2) is commonly used in the food industry

or formation (5). The assessment

as a preservative. When NaNO2 is in the presence of secondary or

includes analysis of where amines

tertiary amines, it creates a potential source of nitrosamines. In

and nitrates are used in the

research laboratories, amine solvents and dimethyl formamide, a

manufacturing process; the possible

common solvent containing dimethylamine, can degrade to secondary

contamination of raw materials with

amines, which are known sources of nitrosamines.

nitrosamines, amines, or nitrites; and

In the pharmaceutical industry, nitrosamines were first detected in

the opportunities for contamination

2018 when N-Nitrosodimethylamine (NDMA) was found in the sartan

from other external sources. However,

family of drugs produced by the Zheijiang Huahai Pharmaceutical

the problem can be complex. Amines

Company (2). Since then, several drug products, including angiotensin

produced as a by-product of one

receptor blockers (ARBs), ranitidine, nizatidine, and metformin,

stage, if not properly removed, can

have been found to contain unacceptable levels of nitrosamines (3).

be converted to nitrosamines in

Most recently, Pfizer voluntarily recalled five batches of its blood

subsequent synthesis steps.

pressure drug, Accupril, due to N-nitroso content (4). Now, finding

The presence of NDMA impurities in

the right nitrosamine detector solution has become a top priority for

pharmaceutical products has caused

pharmaceutical manufacturers.

regulatory agencies to take action and

ALEXSTUDIO - Stock.adobe.com

put pressure on the industry to improve

Entering the pharmaceutical supply chain

the ways in which NDMA and other

There is potential for nitrosamines to be present in APIs, depending

nitrosamines are detected.

on the API and the product manufacturing processes. If the product
of containing nitrosamines. One problem is that nitrosamines can form

Detecting nitrosamines in
pharmaceutical products

in the raw materials and API manufacturers might not know about the

As a result of increased concern

risk, therefore they might not know that they need to test.

and regulatory requirements,

contains a small molecule API made by chemical synthesis, it is at risk
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the effluent is directed through

Figure 1: Process showing the breakdown and detection of
nitrosamines using gas chromatography coupled with a thermal
energy analyzer (GC–TEA).

a 500 °C pyrolyzer to initiate the
series of reactions (Figure 1). At this
temperature, the N-N bond is broken,

Bond breaking.

and the nitric oxide (NO) radical is

R1

released. The gas is then passed into

R1
N

N

500˚C

O

Nitrosamine

R2

N

N

the TEA detector, where the NO reacts

O

with ozone (produced in the unit from

Nitrosyl
Radical

R2

an oxygen source) to produce an
electronically excited NO2 molecule,
which subsequently relaxes to release

The 800 TEA reaction.
O

N

a photon above 600 nm. The NO2

O

O3

O2

N

Excited
Nitrogen
Dioxide

rapidly decays and emits near infrared
light, which is detected by a sensitive

O

photomultiplier, as shown in Figure 2.
The system is kept under low pressure
by a vacuum pump to reduce the

The 800 TEA detection.
O

likelihood of collisional relaxation. An

N

O
O

hv

N

Nitrogen O
Dioxide

Wavelength
>600 nm

ozone destroyer protects the pump
and laboratory personnel from
escaping excess ozone.
The selectivity of the bond
breakage can be controlled by the
temperature of the pyrolyzer. At

Figure 2: Chemical reaction employed to strip down nitrosamine
source. TEA stands for thermal energy analyzer.

500 °C, bond breakage is largely
limited to the N-N bond, making

The chemical strip reaction.
R1

this detector highly selective

R1

2

N

N

2 HBr

O

2

R2

N

H

2

N

O

Br2

R2
Nitrosamine

Secondary Amine

Hydrobromic Acid

Nitrosyl Radical

Bromine

O

O3

O

temperature to 650 °C causes
the breaking of carbon-nitrogen
bonds, additionally allowing the

The 800 TEA reaction.
N

to nitrosamines. Increasing the

O2

N

detection of nitro groups.

O

Screening for apparent
total nitrosamine content

The 800 TEA detection.
O

N

O

O

hv

N

The quantity of work that has been

O

generated by the requirements of
the regulatory bodies means that

instrumentation and techniques that

that is gaining wide acceptance is to

lengthy, fully speciated analysis using

can reliably identify and quantify

use highly specific chemiluminescent

very expensive systems is not the

nitrosamines. Current recognized

detection with a thermal energy

most viable approach. A quicker and

methods for testing small molecule

analyzer (TEA) detection system.

simpler screening method that can

pharmaceutical products include gas

This can be easily coupled to a GC,

rapidly identify samples that contain

chromatography–mass spectrometry

and with the appropriate interface

nitrosamine content, which can then

(GC–MS) or liquid chromatography

hardware, can also be coupled to

be passed on for further detailed

(LC)–MS. Although compounds can be

an LC. TEA has been a standard

analysis, offers a unique approach to

detected, identified, and quantified

method for nitrosamine analysis in

clearing this bottleneck.

via these methods, the equipment

many other industries since its design

required to reach the limits of

in the late 1960s, as it is able to

specialized analysis, the apparent total

detection required is often costly,

rapidly identify and analyze N-nitroso

nitrosamine content (ATNC) method

and interfering compounds can cause

compounds. The selectivity of the

using TEA detection determines the

false positives. As a highly regulated

TEA for nitroso compounds means

total nitrosamine content in a sample.

industry, these analytical techniques

the matrix effect is not an issue as it

ATNC gives a rapid and accurate

also present challenges for ease of

can be with MS detection.

result, showing both volatile and

integration into the pharmaceutical
manufacturing process.

30

An alternative detection technique
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A typical analysis involves GC,
used to separate components before
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Rather than starting with a full

non-volatile components in a single
readout. Any sample showing an

FIGURES COURTESY OF AUTHORS

many laboratories are looking for

Quality/Regulations

Figure 3: Total nitrosamine analysis. TEA stands for thermal energy analyzer.

1. Immersion Chiller
2. Lab Jack
3. Heater/Magnetic Stirrer
4. Reaction Vessel
5. Double Surface Condenser
6. Peristaltic Pump
7. Lab Jack
8. Coolant Reservoir
9. Cold Trap
10. 800 Series TEA
ATNC below the specified level of

further cleans the vapour before it

mass/mass concentration of the

concern cannot possibly contain any

enters the TEA.

compound containing the N-N=O

one compound above the total level,

As previously mentioned, NO is

and so it can be deemed safe. If the

then reacted with ozone to produce

ATNC value of a sample is positive,

the signal. The typical injection

the sample can be passed to another

size for the manual ATNC is 50 µL,

Conclusion

system such as a GC–TEA so that

although some users may choose

Nitrosamine impurities are of

volatile nitrosamines, such as NDMA,

to go as high as 500 µL. It should

increasing concern to consumers

can be separated and quantified.

be noted that samples containing

and regulatory agencies. These

higher amounts of nitrosamines

impurities can be easily formed in

interfaced to a system for the

will more quickly deplete the HBr in

a number of conditions, and care

measurement of ATNC (Figure 3).

the reaction vessel and necessitate

must be taken to avoid their creation

The system can be either a manually

replenishing more often.

during manufacturing processes, or

The TEA detector can be

operated system that can fit easily

The automated system works in

will be different depending on its
molecular weight.

introduction from reagents, solvents,

into a fume hood or an automated

a similar fashion, but each reaction

or packaging. As a result, tests

version using a robotic autosampler.

is performed in its own individual

and validations to detect potential

Sample prep for ATNC is minimal,

vial. Up to 14 mL of sample have

contamination are likely to become

and liquid samples can be injected

been tested in a 20 mL vial with

standard approaches for regulatory

directly. The solvent used in the

2 mL of HBr reaction mixture.

bodies in the future. Therefore,

sample is largely immaterial and

Following the reaction, the

there is a need for an analytical

can include samples in water,

headspace of the vial is then

solution, such as the TEA with ATNC

methanol, or dichloromethane.

sampled. The higher sample volume

configuration, that allows for confident

Viscous samples may need to be

and decreased headspace volumes

detection and quantification in APIs

diluted for effective injection. Solid

of the automated system means

and finished drug products.

samples will need to be ground

a more concentrated headspace

and extracted to transfer the

sample is passed to the detector,

nitrosamines into liquid form.

allowing for lower detection levels.

In the manual system, rather

Because the configuration to

than being subjected to pyrolysis,

the TEA detector is identical, many

the samples are injected into

users utilize a switching valve to

refluxing ethyl acetate containing

allow the same TEA unit to be used

hydrobromic acid (HBr). A reaction

as either a GC detector or a total

with the HBr produces NO, a

nitrosamine analyzer. Because

secondary amine, and bromine. A

the results are independent of the

flow of nitrogen over the headspace

side groups of the nitrosamine,

of the reactionvessel then carries

the results from this method

NO toward the TEA. A condenser

are typically reported as N-N=O

coil prevents loss of the boiling

concentration in parts per million

solvent, and a second cold trap

(ppm) or parts per billion (ppb). The
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Ferguson (Tjoapack): In
the pharmaceutical packaging
industry, equipment providers have
continued to develop solutions to
tackle nearly any task. Quality and
robustness are being designed into
the processes from the ground up.
Inspections, verifications, integrity,
and repeatability are all standard
concepts in terms of the overall
design of a particular solution.
While the sequence of individual
tasks for the packaging of blisters,
prefilled syringes, vials, bottles, kits,

Automating Packaging of
Bio/Pharmaceuticals
Automation of pharmaceutical packaging
saves costs and time, say contract packagers.

A

common attributes where automation
is being used. Examples include:
presence and verification of packaging
component, presence and verification
of product (bulk and/or semi-finished
goods), presence and verification of
labelling, documentation of critical
attributes, inspection of components,

utomation plays a role in several pharmaceutical manufacturing

WIP, and finished goods, [and]

operations, including packaging. Specifically, the automation

serialization and aggregation of

of processes can save resources, time, and money. Outsourcing
the packaging of bio/pharmaceutical products can offer sponsor
companies and manufacturers a variety of options from clinical
development to commercial production.
Pharmaceutical Technology Europe spoke with Patrick Ferguson,
managing director at Tjoapack, and Markus Hörburger, product and
service manager at Vetter Pharma International GmbH, about the
benefits of automating pharmaceutical packaging and the services
contract organizations can provide.

Automating packaging

packaged goods.

“Investment in automation
has a direct and positive
impact on quality,
efficiency, productivity,
and profitability.”
— Patrick Ferguson,
Tjoapack
Hörburger (Vetter): Automation

PTE: How can automation be used to optimize pharmaceutical

adds the most value when various

packaging?

packaging process steps, such

Hörburger (Vetter): Similar to other industries, the main

as labelling, assembling, and

benefit of automation in pharmaceutical packaging is replacing

cartooning, can be processed within

time-consuming manual assembly and packaging steps. Often,

a fully automated line. Ideally,

automation also has the advantage of being accompanied by

different packaging types can be

digitalization. Digital processes allow for the gathering of various

processed on one line. For example,

data around the automated packaging that are a significant basis

syringes can be automatically

for the identification of further process improvements (for example,

assembled in safety devices or

predictive maintenance).

autoinjectors respectively. Further

Ferguson (Tjoapack): The introduction of automation into

down the line, syringes, assembled

pharmaceutical packaging processes has become the industry

autoinjectors, or safety devices

standard for any packaging company looking to positively impact

can then be packed in blisters and

the bottom line. Investment in automation has a direct and

folding boxes or in more sustainable

positive impact on quality, efficiency, productivity, and profitability.

paper-based solutions depending on

Additionally, it allows contract packaging organizations, such as

customer requirements.

Tjoapack, to be more competitive.
PTE: How is automation used for the different types of packaging,
such as blister packs, prefilled syringes, vials, bottles, etc.?
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of SKU to another, they all have many
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PTE: What goes into formulating
effective automation strategies for
pharma packaging?

Kadmy - Stock.adobe.com

Susan Haigney

etc. are often different from one type

Outsourcing

Ferguson (Tjoapack): In my

limit flexibility and efficiency. As

and waste. Fully automated

opinion, the formulation of an

the product matures, the batch size

solutions can be implemented to

effective automation strategy starts

typically increases. When clinical

perform a full sequence of tasks

with an evaluation of the process

Phase III is reached or at the launch

yielding a quality product with little

needed to create the end product.

and associated start of commercial

human intervention. Naturally,

Critical inputs include batch size,

production, highly-automated

the validation of these automated

annual volume, margin, and the tasks

assembly and packaging processes

processes is critical.

required. Obviously, it doesn’t make

are preferred.

sense to invest millions of dollars

“The development of our
packaging strategy starts
by considering the needs
of the end-user.”

to fully automate a kitting process
that runs only 500 units once a year.
The investment into an automated
solution must make good financial
sense. Once the critical data has been
collected and evaluated, a strategy
can be developed with multiple

— Markus Hörburger,
Vetter

Outsourcing
automation of packaging
PTE: What services can contract
packagers offer drug manufacturers?
Why should manufacturers outsource
their packaging needs?
Ferguson (Tjoapack): Contract
packagers, such as Tjoapack, offer

PTE: Which kind of automation

a wide range of services to drug

cost-benefit analysis should then

services/equipment are available for

manufacturers that they may not

be developed for each option.

pharma packaging?

have been able to handle on their

automation options included. A

Depending on the level of investment,

Hörburger (Vetter): Common

own. For example, a manufacturer

proposals are then routed to the

automation concepts include

may have a small-volume product

appropriate level with collaboration

equipment that is being used for

or a unique pack-out that doesn’t

from multiple departments.

single-packaging processes; for

fit into their existing capabilities

example, assembly as well as the

or capacity. The contract packager

manufacturers and solution providers

incorporation of a fully integrated

is able to pool these together

is another critical part of this

line that combines several pieces of

with other similar products from

process. Choosing the right vendor

equipment for the entire packaging

other manufacturers, making

to partner with can make or break a

process. Collaborating robots

an investment into automation

project. Vendors often have standard

(cobots) are another concept for the

and technology more feasible

solutions that work as is or can be

automation of pharma packaging.

(financially). In the end, the

customized to your need. When no

Through the use of cobots, the

manufacturer is able to have their

solution currently exists, a good

interaction between employer and

product packaged with a higher

partner can take your concept and

machine is achieved, resulting in

level of quality and with an overall

develop a custom, turn-key solution.

increased automation of manual

reduced cost.

Working with equipment

Hörburger (Vetter): The

processes. At Vetter, we have been

Hörburger (Vetter): Contract

development of our packaging

using this collaborative approach

manufacturers typically run state-

strategy starts by considering

for several years and are currently

of-the-art production facilities that

the needs of the end-user. As a

using cobots within our secondary

enable a wide range of services and

CDMO [contract development and

packaging lines for feeding-in

packaging solutions. As a CDMO,

manufacturing organization] in high-

alcohol swabs. We have also gained

we are a one-stop partner for our

quality filling, device assembly, and

experience in the assembly of piston

customers, offering services that

secondary packaging for injectables,

rods and repacking syringes in trays

range from clinical and commercial

developing an effective automation

in stand-alone systems.

filling to final packaging solutions.

strategy involves the incorporation

Ferguson (Tjoapack): Automation

Having a proven track record

of many different assembly and

comes in a variety of flavours. Many

demonstrates the ability of a CDMO

packaging processes. As it pertains

people not familiar with automation

to support customers’ special needs

specifically to automation, the high

think of assembly lines with robots

in secondary packaging. This includes

complexity of the diverse processes

performing all the tasks. Automation

production equipment for a broad

plays a central role in the formulation

in its entirety can range from

range of order sizes and formats,

of a suitable strategy. In addition,

lights-out operations with virtually

broad expertise for country-specific

the lifecycle status of the products

no human interaction, to simple

needs, and extensive experience

has a major influence on the degree

line-level, task-specific enhancements

with international authorities. It

of automation and, therefore, the

to a process. Sensors, gating

also demonstrates leaner project

automation strategy. In early clinical

mechanisms, and other mechanical

coordination, streamlined fill-and-

phases when batch sizes are small,

inputs can easily be added to a line to

finish services, as well as reduced

highly automated processes can

improve a process and reduce labour

time to clinic and market. PTE
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ask the expert

Regulatory Applications
for Biologics
Susan J. Schniepp, distinguished fellow at Regulatory Compliance Associates,
answers some commonly asked questions about biologics license applications.

Q.

What is a biologics license application (BLA)?

A.

Q.

What FDA centre has oversight of BLAs?

BLA is an application sent to the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) that provides information on
introducing biological product into interstate commerce.
Similar to a new drug application (NDA), a BLA should
include the comprehensive product information generated
during a development demonstrating safety, purity, and
potency of the product including the proposed labelling
information to be included in the packaging. All biological
products are approved through the BLA pathway, are
licensed under Section 351 of the Public Health Service
(PHS) Act, and are regulated by the US Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act (FD&C Act).

A.

Q.

Ad Index

What’s the difference between a BLA and an NDA?

A.

BLAs and NDAs differ slightly in terms of their
application content and submission requirements.
The requirements for an NDA are that the drug is proven to
be safe and effective, the labelling contains the necessary
information, and the manufacturing process does not alter
the identity, strength, quality, and purity of the drug. BLAs
should also establish that the biological product is safe and
potent, but because biologics are manufactured biological
living material, the BLA must also provide information that
demonstrates the final product does not contain potential
extraneous material or viral contamination due to the
nature of biologics and the complexities of manufacturing
this type of product.

While traditional drug products (i.e., small molecules)
are regulated by FDA’s Center for Drug Evaluation and
Research (CDER), biological products can be regulated by
either CDER or the Center for Biologics Evaluation (CBER),
depending on the product’s classification.

Reference

1. US Public Health Service Act, Section 351, Part F—
Licensing—Biological Products And Clinical Laboratories,
Subpart 1—Biological Products Regulation Of Biological
Products As Amended Through P.L. 117–159, Enacted 25
June 2022. PTE
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A.

In Section 351 of the PHS Act, biological products
are defined as a “virus, therapeutic serum, toxin,
antitoxin, vaccine, blood, blood component or derivative,
allergenic product, or analogous product, … applicable to
the prevention, treatment, or cure of a disease or condition
of human beings” (1). FDA regulations and policies have
established that biological products include blood-derived
products, vaccines, in vivo diagnostic allergenic products,
immunoglobulin products, products containing cells or
microorganisms, and most protein products.
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